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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
ANTON VOGT, OF RACINE, WISCONSIN, ASSIGNOR TO. E. C. TECKTONIUS MANUEACTUR 

ING CO., OF RACINE, WISCONSIN, A CORPORATION OF WISCONSIN. 

KILN. 

1,153,980. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Sept. 21, 1915. 
Application filed December 3, 1913. Serial No. 804,367. 

To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ANTON WoGT, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Racine, 
in the county of Racine and State of Wis 
consin, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Kilns, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawing, forming a 
part thereof. - 
This invention relates more particularly 

to round, up and down draft kilns for burn 
ing brick, tile and other articles made of 
clay. Its main objects are to evenly dis 
tribute the heat throughout the kiln and to 
insure uniform burning of the ware in all 
parts of the kiln, adjacent to the wall and 
between the bags as well as in the center; to 
reduce the time of “water-smoking'; to pre 
vent crushing and distorting the Ware in the 
lower courses, and to avoid “whitewash” 
and “effloresence’ of the ware, thereby in 
creasing the quantity and improving the 
quality of the finished product; to reduce 
the time required for firing and economize 
fuel; and generally to improve the construc 
tion and operation of kilns of this class, by 
creating a live draft from the start of the 
fires, thereby expelling the moisture more 
rapidly. 

It consists in the construction, arrange 
ment and combination of parts as herein 
after particularly described and pointed out 
in the claims. 

In the accompanying drawing like char 
acters designate the same parts in the several 
figures. . 

Figure 1 is a vertical central section on 
the line 1-1, Figs. 2 and 4, of a kiln em 
bodying the invention; Fig. 2 is a horizontal 
section of the kiln, a portion of the open 
work floor being removed to disclose the 
construction of the underlying flues; Fig. 3 

45 

50 

55 

is a vertical section on the line 3-3, Fig. 2, 
showing an auxiliary furnace for heating 
the stack or chimney and creating a strong 
draft therein from the time the fires are 
started; Fig. 4 is a central vertical section of 
the kiln on the line 4-4, Figs. 1 and 2; and 
Fig. 5 is a vertical Section on the line 5-5, 
Fig. 2, through one of the furnace or fire 
holes and interior vertical flues located at 
intervals around the kiln. 
The kiln comprises a substantially circu 

lar Walla, surmounted by an arched crown 
b, constructed of brick, the wall a, being sur 

rounded and reinforced by metal bands c. 
On one side of the kiln the wall a is formed 
With a doorway d, as shown in Figs. 1 and 
2, for charging the kiln and removing the 
burned product therefrom. It is also 
formed at intervals, as shown in Figs. 2 and 
5. With fire openings or furnaces e, and 
With interior flues known as “bags”, extend 
ing upwardly therefrom and opening at 
their upper ends into the upper part of the 
kiln. These fire openings or furnaces are 
provided, as shown in Fig. 5, with inwardly 
and downwardly inclined fuel supports of, 
each consisting of a metal frame and an 
imperforate lining of refractory material 
such as fire brick. The inclined fuel sup 
ports (7 rest loosely on cross bars spanning 
the fire openings and are removable to facili 
tate cleaning or repairing the furnaces as 
Well as the fuel supports themselves. The 
bottom of the openings e and the flues f, 
forming the fire chambers and ash pits, are 
paved or provided with a layer of fire brick. 
The arched crown b is formed with a 

central opening i, which is closed and sealed 
during the firing of the kiln, by a removable 
cover k, as shown in Fig. 1. A stack or 
chimney l, located at one side of and a short 
distance from the kiln, is constructed of 
brick with ventilated air spaces m, in its 
Walls, as shown in Figs, 1 and 2, these spaces 
communicating through openings in in the 
outer walls of the stack or chimney with the 
atmosphere. As shown, the chimney may 
be constructed with two or more independ 
ent flues 0, for a number of kilns. 
In the base of the kiln, preferably below 

the normal ground level, a radial arched ?lue 
p is formed, leading from the center of the 
kiln into the stack or chimney l. At its 
inner end this flue intersects or opens into a 
transverse flue (, extending diametrically 
across the base of the furnace and communi 
cating at its ends with auxiliary furnaces r, 
as shown in Fig. 4. The furnaces r open 
at their outer ends into walled well holes s. 
Above and parallel with the radial flue p, 
a series of horizontal flues it is formed in the 
base of the furnace. These flues t, which 
are separated from one another by imper 
forate brick Walls, are arranged parallel 
with the flue p and open into the upper part 
of the transverse flue Q, which they cross. 
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Another series of horizontal flues u, , is . . 
formed in the base of the kiln above and O 
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parallel with the flues t by open work brick 
walls through which they freely communi 
cate with one another. Between the lower 
series of flues t and the upper series of flues 
ai, a false floor or brick deflecting partition 
i., is laid. This floor or partition is formed 
adjacent to the wall G. of the kiln, With open 
ings it, through which the lower and upper 
files communicate with one another at their 
outer ends. 
portion above and adjacent to the flue 9, 
with a number of comparatively small open 
ings a, through which the heated products 
of combustion from the kiln may pass from 
the upper ?lues it in the central portion of 
the kiln more or less directly into the flue q. 
Upon the walls between the upper flues it, 

is laid an open work floor gy, constructed as 
shown, of bricks which have recesses formed 
in one side thereof, and which when placed 
together, form vertical apertures opening 
into said flues. This floor y is preferably 
laid at about the normal level of the ground 
outside the kiln, the floor flues t and u, cross 
flue y and the main flue p, leading from the 
cross flue to the stack, all being below the 
ground level. 

Adjacent to the stack or chimney l, the 
flue p is formed with a man hole 2, through 
which access is had thereto for inspection, 
cleaning and repair. This man hole is nor 
mally closed by a cover 2. A vertically slid 
ing damper 3, next to the stack or chimney, 
affords means for regulating the draft 
through the entire kiln. . 

For warming the stack or chimney and 
starting a strong upward draft therein pre 
paratory to firing the kiln, an auxiliary fur 
nace 4 is connected through an opening 5 
with each flue O, near the base of the chim 
ney, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
In the operation of the kiln, the brick, 

tile or other articles to be burned having 
been stacked on the floor gy, and the door 
way d closed by a suitable door (not shown) 
and sealed, fires are lighted in the auxiliary 
furnaces r at the ends of the flue q and in 
one of the furnaces 4, which opens into the 
chimney flue o with which the flue q is con 
nected by the main or radial flue p, the 
damper or valve 3 being closed more or less, 
and the cover k removed from the opening i 
in the crown of the kiln. The heat gener 
ated in the furnaces produces an up draft 
through the floor flues t and u and the open 
work floor gy, and thence through the kiln 
around the green Ware stacked therein, the 
floor flues and floor and the lower courses of 
the ware being thus preliminarily heated, 
and the moisture driven therefrom through 
the vent opening i in the top of the kiln. 
The fire in the auxiliary furnace 4 prelimi 
narily heats or warms the walls of the chim 
ney flue, inducing a strong upward draft 
therein, and the preliminary heating of the 

It is also formed in its central 
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floor and floor flues of the kiln by the 
auxiliary furnaces r preparatory to the final 
burning of the ware in the kiln, materially 
shortens the “water-smoking’ in the firing 
of the kiln, drives the moisture from the 
ware, particularly in the lower courses near 
est the fire, and prevents the crushing and 
distortion of the ware and also “whitewash” 
and “eflorescence’ thereof by Water-smok 
ing. Fires are then started in the furnaces 
e, the opening i in the crown of the kiln is 
closed and sealed, the outside openings into 
the auxiliary furnaces r and 4 are closed, 
and the damper 8 is opened. A strong down 
draft is thus produced through the open 
Work floor y and the floor flues u, and t, 
passing outwardly through the flues u to 
the Outer ends thereof, thence downwardly 
through the openings w next to the wall a, 
thence inwardly through the lower flues t 
into the top of the transverse flue q, and 
thence through the radial flue p into the 
chimney flueo, the heat generated in the 
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Several furnaces e, passing upwardly there 
from through the flues or bags f into the 
upper part of the kiln, being deflected down 
Wardly by the arched roof b, and evenly dis 
tributed throughout the kiln. The deflec 
tion of the hot currents by the false floor or 
partition outwardly toward the wall a of 
the kiln, and their sinuous course through 
the floor flues, evenly and effectively distrib 
ute the heat, causing the ware at the sides 
as well as at the center of the kiln, to be 
thoroughly and uniformly burned, and ma 
terially shortening the time required for 
burning and correspondingly reducing the 
consumption of fuel. 
The distribution of heat in the kiln may 

be adjusted for different kinds of ware and 
for varying conditions, by closing more or 
less of the openings at in the central portion 
of the false floor or partition v, so as to per 
mit more or less of the hot currents or the 
heat to pass directly into the cross flue 9 
adjacent to the center of the kiln, instead of 
through the openings w next to the wall a. 
The draft through, and hence the heat in 
the entire kiln is easily controlled and regu 
lated by the adjustment of the single fue 
damper 3. - 
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Various changes in minor details of con- . 
struction and arrangement of parts may be 
made Without materially affecting the oper 
ation of the kiln and without departing ... from the principle and scope of the inven 
tion as defined in the following claims. 
I claim: . . . 
1. A kiln comprising a substantially cir 

cular Wall surmounted by an arched top 
and provided at intervals with fire openings 
and interior flues extending upwardly from 
Said openings, a stack, a main radial flue 
leading from the center of the kiln to the 
stack, a cross flue intersecting the inner end 
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of the main flue, and extending theefrom to 
the circular Wall on opposite sides thereof, 
a lower series of flues above and parallel 
with the main flue having imperforate side 
walls and opening into the top of the cross 
flue, a false floor laid over said series of 
flues, an upper series of flues above the false 
floor parallel with the lower flues with which 
they communicate at their outer ends 
though openings in the false floor next to 
the circular Wall of the kiln, and an Open 
work floor laid over the upper series of flues 
and having its openings distributed through 
out its entire area and communicating With 
the several flues next below it. 

2. A kiln comprising a substantially cir 
cular wall surmounted by an arched top and 
provided at intervals with furnaces or fire 
openings and interior flues extending up 
Wardly therefrom and opening into the up 
per part of the kiln, a stack at one side of 
the kiln, a radial flute leading from the cen 
tral part of the kiln into the stack, a trans 
verse fiue extending diametrically across the 
kiln from side to side thereof and opening 
into the radial flue at its inner end, a lower 
Series of flues having imperforate side Walls 
extending across the kiln above and parallel 
with Said radial flute and opening into the 
top of Said transverse flue, an upper series of 
flues extending across the kiln above and 
parallel with those of the lower series and 
having open-work side Walls through which 
they communicate with one another, a false 
floor or partition between said lower and 
upper Series of flues having openings 
through which the upper flues communicate 
With lower flues at their ends next to the 
wall of the kiln, and an open-work floor 
Over the upper Series of flues having its 
openings distributed throughout its entire 
area and communicating with the several 
flues next below it. 

3. A kiln comprising a circular Wall Sur 
mounted by an arched crown and provided 
at intervals with furnaces or fire openings 
and interior flues leading upwardly there 
from into the upper part of the Kiln, a stack 
at one side of the kiln, a radial flue leading 
from the central part of the kiln into the 
stack, a transverse flue extending entirely 
across the kiln and communicating with the 
inner end of the radial flue, a lower series of 
flues extending across the kiln above and 
parallel with Said radial flue and opening 

8 

into the top of said transverse flue, an up 
per series of flues extending across the kiln 
above and parallel with those of the lower 
Series, and having perforated side walls 
through which they communicate with one 
another, a false floor or partition between 
said lower and upper series of flues formed 
With openings through which they commu 
nicate with one another at their outer ends 
and adjacent to said transverse flue, and an 
open-work floor over the upper series of 
flues having its openings distributed 
throughout its entire area and communi 
cating with the several flues below it. 

4. A kiln comprising a circular wall Sur 
mounted by an arched crown and provided 
at intervals with furnaces and interior flues 
leading upwardly therefrom into the upper 
part of the kiln, a stack at one side of the 
kiln, a radial flue leading into said stack, a 
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7. 
cross flue intersecting the radial flue at its 
inner end and provided at its outer ends 
With auxiliary furnaces, a lower series of 
flues above and parallel with the radial flue 
and Opening into the upper part of the 
transverse flue, an upper series of flues par 
allel with said radial flue, a partition be. 
tween the upper and lower series of flues 
formed with openings through which they 
communicate With one another at their 
outer ends, and an open-work floor over the 
upper series of flues. 

5. A kiln comprising a wall surmounted 
by an arched crown and provided at inter 
vals with fire openings and interior flues 
leading upwardly from said openings into 
the upper part of the kiln, a stack located 
at One side of the kiln, a radial flue leading 
from the central part of the kiln through its 
base into the stack, a transverse flue opening 
into the inner end of the radial flue and 
provided at the ends with furnaces, floor 
flues arranged above and parallel with the 
radial flue and leading into the upper part 
of the transverse fue, an open-work floor 
Over said floor flues, and an auxiliary fur 
nace opening into the lower part of the 
stack. 

In witness whereof I hereto affix my 
Signature in presence of two witnesses. 

ANTON WOGT. 

Witnesses: 
CHRISTIAN JoHNSON, 
DAISY FRANCIS. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 
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